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53478

2009 Tenuta dell' Ornellaia

REG. PRICE SALE PRICE
$175.00

DISCOUNT %

N/A

N/A

"The 2009 Ornellaia caresses the palate with layers of seamless, radiant fruit. Sweet red berries, mocha, flowers, new leather and spices are
some of the many notes that are layered in this sumptuous, totally beautiful wine. The 2009 stands out for its silky tannins and phenomenal
overall balance. This is one of those wines that will probably enjoy a long drinking window. There is little question the ability to blend grape
varieties was a huge help in this vintage." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

31294

2006 Castellare I Sodi Di San Niccolo

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2006 I Sodi di San Niccolo is fabulous. Beautifully delineated aromatics meld into a breathtaking array of dark fruit, crushed rocks,
smoke, tar, minerals and flowers in this totally thrilling Tuscan red. The fruit completely saturates the palate, while persistent notes of crushed
rocks and all things mineral round things out. I love the way Malvasia Nera confers darkness, richness and power to the Sangioveto, but
without abandoning a pure-bred Tuscan expression of sheer class. I Sodi has a track record of developing beautifully in bottle and I have no
doubt that will be the case here." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

50074

2006 Uccelliera Brunello di Montalcino Riserva

$110.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2006 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva flows with the essence of dark cherries, blackberries, flowers, violets, licorice and spices, all
supported by firm, structured tannins. The 2006 boasts striking inner perfume, big fruit and a huge, explosive finish. The 2006 Riserva is
surprisingly vibrant, focused and balanced for such a big wine. The Riserva was made from the estate’s highest altitude vineyards and
aged one year in barrique and a second year in cask." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

28388

2007 Fontodi Chianti Classico Riserva Vigna del Sorbo

$59.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2007 Chianti Classico Riserva Vigna del Sorbo is a wine that expresses a contemporary vision of what Chianti Classico can be but
without ever fully abandoning its roots. The single-vineyard Vigna del Sorbo adds 10% Cabernet Sauvignon (planted on Sangiovese
rootstocks) to the Sangiovese. Texturally it is classic Sangiovese with the fine, sweet tannins that are the hallmark of the vintage, while the
Cabernet adds a sepia-hued dimension to the fruit and an element of greater richness in the body, but without dominating the aromatic or
flavor profile. The radiant warmth of Panzano doesn’t hurt either, as the fruit is gloriously ripe and soft in this vintage. Everything is
beautifully in balance, including the oak, which is barely perceptible." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

49863

2006 La Serena Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Gemini

$89.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2006 Brunello di Montalcino Riserva Gemini opens with knock-out aromatics that lead to expressive layers of ripe red fruit, flowers,
spices, licorice and tobacco. The balance of fruit, acidity and tannin is fabulous. Freshly cut roses, spices and licorice reappear to frame the
finish. This is an exceptional, totally refined Brunello from Andrea Mantengoli." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

44761

2007 Casanova di Neri Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova

$74.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2007 Brunello di Montalcino Tenuta Nuova saturates the palate with masses of super-ripe dark fruit, tar, licorice and new leather. The
Tenuta Nuova is an especially full-bodied, seamless Sangiovese deeply influenced by the Mediterranean climate of this warm site in the
south of Montalcino. Layers of fruit build to an effortless, resonant finish laced with considerable aromatic nuance. This is another terrific
showing from Giacomo Neri and his talented team." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

37648

2008 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$975.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2008 Masseto comes across as relatively reserved and along the lines of vintages like 1988 that age beautifully but aren’t the
blockbuster type wines usually associated with Maremma. Freshly cut flowers, crushed rocks, spices and black cherries are some of the
aromas and flavors that emerge from the 2008. This is an exceptionally beautiful Masseto that impresses for its elegance. The wine fleshes
out nicely in the glass, while retaining its refined personality." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

45794

2009 Fontodi Flaccianello

$110.00

N/A

N/A

This wine was named #25 of Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of 2012."The first impression of this red is purity and finesse, as black currant,
raspberry and violet aromas and flavors stay focused and persistent. An earthy leather element and mineral notes chime in on the finish,
backed by a vibrant structure." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 96pts

311400

2006 Il Poggione Brunello di Montalcino Vigna Paganelli

$89.99

N/A

"Il Poggione’s 2001 Brunello di Montalcino opens with a very distinctive nose redolent of scorched earth, tobacco and cherries initially
showing a wilder side of Sangiovese in its hints of gaminess. It is full-bodied and structured on the palate, where it offers plenty of fruit, with
considerable length as well as big, potent tannins. This backward, hulking Brunello is in need of considerable cellaring and is clearly built for
the long haul. It is a wine of great personality and character." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 97pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A
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48670

2009 Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$175.00

N/A

N/A

"This is fantastic. Intense and super long on the palate. It's insanely complex yet subtle with so much going on, with a beautiful balance and
tension. It is full and powerful with a big and juicy character that goes on for minutes. Muscular yet covered with plenty of fruit. Elegance with
force. Hard not to drink."James Suckling - 98 pts "Bright full ruby. Pure, perfumed aromas of blackberry, cassis, lead pencil, violet and
minerals, complicated by a superripe note of crushed raspberry. Extremely primary and pure, offering sharply defined cassis, violet and
mineral flavors of great class. The perfectly integrated acidity and a vibrant floral character from the cabernet franc give the middle palate
terrific lift. Though very ripe in its flavor profile, this wine conveys a rare lightness of touch that is typical of Sassicaia but rare for this vintage
on the Tuscan Coast. Finishes with noble tannins and outstanding palate-staining length. For all its creamy power and charm, I really like this
wine's balance and the subtle delivery of its complex flavors. I have tasted every vintage of Sassicaia on countless occasions and, other than
the legendary 1985, I have no doubt that this is one of the two or three best Sassicaias at a similar stage of development." - Reviewed by:
International Wine Cellar - 97pts

51816

2008 Antinori Guado al Tasso

$250.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2008 Guado al Tasso is once again fabulous. In fact, it may be Tuscany’s most improved wine over the last few years. Firm, vibrant
tannins support expressive layers of dark fruit, plums, cherries, sage, espresso and mocha. The wine shows fabulous detail and nuance in a
translucent, totally seductive style, with tons of focus, drive and verve. It is a striking wine that will be a joy to follow over the coming years." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

37013

2006 Castello dei Rampolla Vigna d'Alceo

$225.00

N/A

N/A

"It is a fabulous effort from Rampolla. The 2006 D’Alceo, Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot, is a much tighter-wound wine than the
Sammarco but it also seems to be holding back a lot more sheer density in reserve. Full-bodied, rich and monstrously tannic at this stage, it
doesn’t taste too different than it did when I first sampled it from tank in November 2006! The wine possesses dazzling inner perfume,
refined tannins that need time to emerge and exceptional overall balance." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

30692

2007 Felsina Fontalloro

$45.99

N/A

N/A

"Pure, superripe aromas of red cherry, violet, iodine and nutmeg. Superrich, highly concentrated and seamless, with densely packed flavors
of raspberry, dark plum and marzipan. Finishes creamy-rich and explosively long, with a pretty violet note. This was so good I really had
trouble letting the glass go. It's also the only time I can remember Fontalloro outclassing Rancia (of which I am a huge fan) by such a wide
margin, something I had noticed even when tasting barrel samples of these two wines in the estate's cellar two years ago. I'd wait a good five
years on this one, then enjoy it for another two decades. Proof positive that sangiovese is one of the world's great grape varieties." Reviewed by: International Wine Cellar - 96pts

313027

2006 Fontodi Flaccianello della Pieve

$2,500.00

N/A

N/A

"Shows excellent color and richness for a Sangiovese, with aromas of sultana, coffee, toasty oak and vanilla bean. Full-bodied, with masses
of fruit and chewy tannins. The concentration and depth of fruit and layers of tannins are breathtaking. A blockbuster." This wine was named
#8 of Wine Spectator's Top 100 Wines of 2009. - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 99pts

49337

2006 Poggio Il Castellare Brunello di Montalcino Riserva

$69.99

N/A

N/A

"A combination of power and finesse, this red evokes concentrated plum, cherry and underbrush flavors, with a vibrant structure. Gets more
focused on the long, racy finish, where cherry, spice and mineral notes interplay." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 95pts

28666

2007 Fontodi Flaccianello

$650.00

N/A

N/A

"I tasted the 2007 Flaccianello a number of times from barrel and tank before it was bottled. The 2007 is a bold, extroverted Flaccianello that
sweeps across the palate with sensual layers of candied cherries, violets, spices and minerals. Dark, mentholated notes develop in the glass,
adding further dimensions of inner sweetness, weight and complexity to this Tuscan thoroughbred. While so many 2007s are forward and
open, Flaccianello remains muscular, taut and in need of significant cellaring. Still, the round, enveloping finish augurs extremely well for the
future." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

37647

2008 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia Masseto

$395.00

N/A

"The 2008 Masseto comes across as relatively reserved and along the lines of vintages like 1988 that age beautifully but aren’t the
blockbuster type wines usually associated with Maremma. Freshly cut flowers, crushed rocks, spices and black cherries are some of the
aromas and flavors that emerge from the 2008. This is an exceptionally beautiful Masseto that impresses for its elegance. The wine fleshes
out nicely in the glass, while retaining its refined personality." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A
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23029

2007 Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia

REG. PRICE

SALE PRICE

DISCOUNT %

$375.00

N/A

N/A

"Explodes onto the palate with masses of rich, opulent fruit that caress the palate with gorgeous length and a seamless beauty that is hard to
fully capture. Dark wild cherries, plums, spices, minerals and herbs develop in the glass. This is an especially bold, perhaps slightly
uncharacteristic Sassicaia in its extroverted personality, but it is beautiful all the same. The inner perfume and sweetness carries through the
long finish, where the sheer weight and glycerol of the fruit leaves a lasting impression." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

54316

2008 Castello di Bossi Corbaia

$55.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2008 Corbaia is striking in this vintage. A delicate, graceful bouquet gives the impression of femininity, until layers of fruit hit the palate
with relentless energy and focus. The 2008 impresses for its balance and overall sense of harmony. The tannins are still huge at this stage,
but I sense that as they melt away the wine’s true pedigree will begin to emerge. This is a great, great showing from Castello di Bossi." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

45002

2008 Antinori Guado al Tasso

$89.99

$75.99*

16%

"The 2008 Guado al Tasso is once again fabulous. In fact, it may be Tuscany’s most improved wine over the last few years. Firm, vibrant
tannins support expressive layers of dark fruit, plums, cherries, sage, espresso and mocha. The wine shows fabulous detail and nuance in a
translucent, totally seductive style, with tons of focus, drive and verve. It is a striking wine that will be a joy to follow over the coming years." Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

23025

2007 Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia

$175.00

N/A

N/A

"Explodes onto the palate with masses of rich, opulent fruit that caress the palate with gorgeous length and a seamless beauty that is hard to
fully capture. Dark wild cherries, plums, spices, minerals and herbs develop in the glass. This is an especially bold, perhaps slightly
uncharacteristic Sassicaia in its extroverted personality, but it is beautiful all the same. The inner perfume and sweetness carries through the
long finish, where the sheer weight and glycerol of the fruit leaves a lasting impression." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

30691

2007 Felsina Chianti Classico Riserva Rancia

$39.99

N/A

N/A

"The 2007 Chianti Classico Riserva Rancia is another dazzling wine. This is a vintage of overt, sumptuous fruit and pure sexiness. Despite its
richness, the 2007 never loses its sense of structure, but in this vintage the tannins are nearly buried by the huge fruit. Today the 2007
comes across as a hypothetical blend of the 2004 and 2006, with the finesse of the former and the size of the latter. Not a bad combination,
to put it mildly. In the glass the wine is alive, vibrant and totally captivating." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

48672

2008 Tenuta San Guido Sassicaia

$375.00

N/A

N/A

"The 2008 Sassicaia is a rich, deep wine imbued with notable class in its black cherries, plums, grilled herbs, minerals and smoke. The 2008
is a decidedly buttoned-up, firm Sassicaia that is currently holding back much of its potential, unlike the 2006 and 2007, both of which were
far more obvious wines. Readers who can afford to wait will be treated to a sublime wine once this settles down in bottle. Muscular, firm
tannins frame the exquisite finish in this dark, implosive Sassicaia." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 96pts

314764

2004 Tenuta dell'Ornellaia

$185.00

N/A

N/A

"A lively dark ruby, it is a vibrant effort bursting with expressive aromatics and layered, well-delineated fruit, showing much purity on the
palate and closing with a long, finessed finish." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate - 95pts

36770

2006 Sesta di Sopra Brunello di Montalcino

31238

2007 Tua Rita Redigaffi

$65.99

N/A

N/A

$285.00

N/A

N/A

"Shows violet, cream, mineral, mint and blueberry on the nose. Full-bodied, with fabulous fruit and polished, velvety tannins. The finish lasts
for minutes. The balance is wonderful. Deep and beautiful. Hard not to drink now." - Reviewed by: Wine Spectator - 98pts

49857

2007 Casato Brunello di Montalcino Voliero

$49.99

N/A

"The 2007 Brunello di Montalcino is striking in this vintage, just as it was in 2006. Freshly cut flowers, spices, mint, licorice and tobacco are
some of the many notes that jump from the glass in this highly expressive, engaging Brunello. The 2007 shows the freshness and energy of
this hillside site on the Montosoli hill with the generosity of the vintage, a very appealing combination in my book. The finish is pure silk and
finesse. Once again, the Voliero Brunello is one of the most exciting and complete wines of the vintage." - Reviewed by: The Wine Advocate 95pts

Some prices are only valid with Binny's Card * Selection varies by location * Shop early for best selection * Quantities are limited to stock on hand * No rain checks * All bottles 750mL unless otherwise stated

N/A

